Fruits/Frutas Lesson Activity!
Directions
1. Cut the fruits/frutas out individually (with the help of an adult). You should
have 2 sets of labeled fruit/frutas cards and 1 set of unlabeled fruits/frutas,
along with 2 labeled blenders. You can cut out the blenders if you enjoy
cutting or just leave them on the whole pieces of paper. If you enjoy
coloring, it’s really nice to color the pictures in first!
*Special note about cutting them out - If you cut them as uniformly as
possible into rectangles, it will make the memory game much more
challenging and fun, since you won’t be able to identify them by shape when
flipped over.
2. There are many ways to use these materials. The first way is to use the
fruits/frutas like flashcards to review the names of each matching spanish
word. I use one of the labeled sets for this so that the words start to look
familiar. This is helpful even if you are still learning to read!
3. If you are able to read, you can now use the labeled blender to practice
reading the words in Spanish. Starting with the first set of labeled cards,
practice looking at the pictures and saying the Spanish words out loud.
4. Now you can use the both sets of labeled frutas to match the other set in
pairs. You can also flip over all 8 labeled frutas and play a memory game! To

play the memory game, mix up all of the frutas and lay them face down. Flip
them over two at a time, saying the name each time, and trying to find a
match. Once you have a match you can remove the pair until you have
matched all of the cards!
5. Once you feel confident in your understanding and pronunciation of the
words you are ready to use the blenders. Starting with 1 labeled set of cards
and 1 blender with labels, you can match each fruit/fruta with the label to
the corresponding label in the blender.
6. Once you have matched one of the sets of the labeled cards, you are ready
for the final challenge. The final challenge is to match the unlabeled set of
cards to the labels in the other blender. You can check to see if you have
labeled them correctly by looking at the first set of labeled cards. Once you
match them all you can glue or tape them down and pretend to make a
smoothie or “batido” in spanish. Enjoy amigos!!
** Bonus Idea: You can laminate your cards at home using tape
(and maybe some help from an adult) or you can make them even stronger by cutting up a
cereal box and glueing them to the stiff cardboard before laminating them!
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